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I C S Graduates Presented

IN5TTUT FOR C!TN Celeb r at i o n
by Linda Leenders

The brilliant yellow chrysanthemums and their bronze relatives were the
first to say it; the French horn, the baritone, and the trumpets repeated
the sound; and finally the audience sang it out in irords:

Praise to the Lord, the Almighty, the King of Creation!

Within an auditorium borrowed from the University of Toronto, several
hundred supporters of the AACS gathered to celebrate an event significant
in the life of the Institute for Christian Studies.

For the first time since research and teaching began in 1967, the ICS
granted degrees to Junior Members who have completed the Master of
Philosophy program. On Saturday, October 25, friends and supporters of
the Institute gathered to rejoice with seven graduates for this landmarkin

their work and in the work of the
Institute.

The program began with the remarks
of Dr. Peter A. Schouls, Chairman
of the Board of Curators. Dr.
Schouls could not help but smile
when he announced for the Board,
“We have become, in recent years,
sufficiently bold to talk about
degrees.” Six of the seven who
had just completed the ICS programs
were granted the Master of Philo
sophy (M.Phil.) degree. In the
early years, no student could talk
about such a degree, let alone
earn one, because it took many
years to develop and offer the
requirements for it. The program
has now grown to be so academically
respectable, Dr. Schouls went on,Olthuis congratulates graduates
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that “even after I realized that my signature as
Chairman of the Curatorium would be on that degree
document, I still felt good about the program.”

He reported that in two of the thesis examinations
University of Toronto professors participated.
When you know we come from a background of
Dooyeweerdian jargon, Schouls pointed out, it’s
an amazing thing when you can testify that both
U. of T. professors not only were impressed by the
theses they read but also “were able to understand
them.”

Dr. H. Evan Runner of Calvin College delivered
the day’s celebration address. He spoke of the
raising up of a new generation of men and women

Dr. P. Schouls to give leadership in the Christian community.
The completion of the programs by these Junior

Members is a direct answer to the simple prayers of faith of the founders
of the AACS. From the beginning they trusted that the Lord would raise
up the people they needed for their task.

In order that the ICS should not now stray from its task of scripturally
directed higher learning, Dr. Runner warned it must remain vitally aware
of its uniqueness as an institution. No other graduate institute in
North America has aimed so whole-heartedly in its very being and structure
to liberate our thoughts and scholarship from the tradition of synthesis.
We must continually be trying to shape a new way of communal obedience.
To stress this point Dr. Runner highlighted the way the patterns of
disobedient thought influenced and shaped even the works of the Apostolic
Fathers and the Reformers. Dr. Runner concluded that precisely because
the Lord has redeemed and holds onto creation, obedient scholars must
never stop reforming their scientific thoughts to help us walk more
obediently and fruitfully in the creation.

James Olthuis, as Chairman of the Institute, presented the seven gradu
ates to the audience with joy and gratitude.

Michael Shepherd, who has returned to Texas, was the first Junior Member
to be awarded the Certificate of Christian Studies. His major paper for
this one-year orientation program was entitled “Moral Judgments in
Herbert Butterfield.”

The first Junior Member to receive the M.Phil. degree, Rev. Masuo
Miyazaki is now serving as a university pastor in Tokyo, Japan. Masuo
examined a major tradition of his homeland in his thesis, “A Basic
Pattern in Zen Buddhism.”

John Hull received his M.Phil. in philosophy and examined an ancient
but influential philosophical tradition in his thesis, “The Place of
Theory in the Old Stoa.”

Lambert Zuidervaart received his M.Phil. in aesthetics. His thesis
evaluated the crucial influence of the phi1osopIiy of Immanuel Kant on
philosophical aesthetics.
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Working in the field of theology where, as Dr.
Runner commented, Christians have the longest
tradition of synthesis to reform, are Harry
Fernhout and Don Sinnema. Harry’s M.Phil.
thesis analyzed “Man, Faith, and Religion in
Bavinck, Kuyper, and Dooyeweerd.” Don’s thesis
was entitled, “Reflections on Theology at the
University of Leyden Before the Synod of Dordt.”
Both Harry and Don are currently writing Bible
curriculum materials for the Curriculum Develop
ment Centre.

The most recent Junior Member to complete the
requirements for the Master’s Degree is Brad
Breems, who wrote his thesis on the philosophy
of Max Weber. Brad is now applying his cultural,
sociological insights in the work of the Christian
Labour Association.

When the applause for these degree-holders had
ended, Harry Fernhout stepped to the podium on
behalf of the graduates. His thank you speech drew a parallel between
the toddling first years of the ICS as an academic, institution and the
graduates’ toddling first years as graduate level Christian scholars.
They had been growing up together; and the thank yous for their mutual

( growth go out to many who live to fulfil the promises to their covenant
keeping God.

Then the people could all together profess the words of Psalm lii:

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,
and they who live by it grow in understanding.
Praise will be His forever.

The celebration continued over coffee and doughnuts, not in a big way,
but in a happy one, because we together want to serve the Lord. We are
simple people who can only go on in the Lord’s strength, standing forever
sure in Him, while forever changing, reforming our thoughts and traditions
towards greater fruitfulness in His service.

*Linda Leenders, the former editor of Perspective newsletter, is a full

time Junior Member enrolled in an M.Phil. program in psychology.

(,

Dr. Runner stressed
the uniqueness of

the ICS

The Annual AACS Membership Meeting took place in Toronto on
October 25, 1975, with about 125 members in attendance.
Reports were given by AACS and ICS staff members, which are
being printed and will be mailed to all members. The program
for 1976 with its accompanying budget were adopted, calling
for a total budget of $474,900, a 5.5% increase over 1975.
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Three graduates awarded degrees
by Tod Moquist

Following a rather newly-established
tradition, the ICS awarded three
Master of Philosophy degrees in an
“in-house” celebration on Friday,
October 24. The informal afternoon
ceremony offered both the student
and the mentor an opportunity to
recount the many blessings and
occasional difficulties of working
together in biblically-directed
scholarship. In the relaxed atmo
sphere of the Institute, the degree
recipients, their professors and
supporters expressed their thank
fulness for this landmark event,
acknowledging privately what was
publically celebrated the following
day at the annual AACS membership
meeting.

Completing the Master of Philosophy program were Brad Breems (sociology),
Don Sinnema (theology) and Lambert Zuidervaart (aesthetics) . It is
perhaps not insignificant that all three degree recipients are Dordt
College graduates. They together acknowledged the indispensable encourage
ment they received as undergraduates from Dr. John Van Dyk and Mr. John
Vander Stelt, professors at Dordt. Dr. Van Dyk had the distinction of
being on hand for the informal celebration and in turn expressed his
pleasure at witnessing this important event.

Brad Breems, who has begun to work for the Christian Labour Association
of Canada, was heartily welcomed to the work of CLAC by Gerald Vandezande.
Dr. Jim Olthuis, Senior Member in theàlogy, spoke of his gratitude for
the several years that he has known and worked with Don Sinnema. Jim
specifically mentioned Don’s historical-bibliographical talents that have
been especially helpful in broadening his own horizons. Don is currently
working on Bible curriculum for the Curriculum Development Centre in
Toronto. As mentor, Dr. Seerveld talked briefly of his special relation
ship with Lambert Zuidervaart and generously praised Lambert’s Master’s
thesis work. Lambert gave a short meditation on Psalm 91, drawing our
attention to Yahweh’s protective love which is evident in our lives even
as we do research.

Those who participated in the Friday afternoon ceremony also enjoyed
the presence of the members of the Board of Trustees, whose meeting at
the Institute happily coincided with the degree-giving ceremony.

*Tod Moquist is a graduate of the University of California at Davis,
and is a new Junior Member enrolled in an M.Phil. program in history.

(

Graduates Sinnema, Breems
and Zuidervaart
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Report on October Trustee Meetings
by John Van Dyk

In unusually but delightfully warm October weather the Board of Trustees
gathered together once again at 229 College Street to carry out its duty
as the policy-setting body of the AACS. Some familiar faces were not
there this time, as new members, recently elected, came to replace those
whose terms had expired. Elsewhere in this issue of Perspective you can
read about the new trustees and the regions they represent.

Under the able leadership of Chairman Alvin Venema the business of the
Board of Trustees proceeded efficiently and effectively. The minutes of
the previous meeting were approved and new officers elected. The officers
are: Alvin Venema, president; John Van Dyk, vice-president; Henry Lunshof,
secretary; and John de Koning, treasurer. Next, the various reports of
the Executive Director, the Board of Directors, and the Board of Curators
were placed before the trustees and received careful attention. The
trustees noted with approval that the AACS continues to grow steadily,
and that, on the whole, there is every reason to be thankful to the Lord,
who continues to bless and protect our organization and our efforts with
His fatherly hand. In the meantime, the reports showed, the ICS is
vigorously pursuing the type of foundational research so necessary to
enable the Christian community to reclaim the academic world for Christ.

( The ICS staff, together with dedicated and competent students, has made
excellent progress not only in the deepening of our insight into the
important issues of our twentieth-century culture, but also in reaching
out with remarkable success both among fellow Christian academicians and
into the secular world of learning, thereby presenting a strong and
positive Christian witness to areas otherwise hard’ to reach.

A very important document presented to the Board of Trustees was the
AACS/ICS Five Year Master Development Plan. This plan, prepared by the
staff of the AACS, had already been discussed by the curators and directors
at a combined meeting earlier in the week.
The trustees at their meeting further
examined and discussed the plan and appreved
it. The plan sets forth the objectives of
AACS/ICS, then considers the ways and means
of implementing them. The idea is to work
for a steady expansion of the Institute to
“a closely-knit group of from 12 to 20
Christian Senior Member scholars doing
research in various interdependent areas,
preferably at least two in the same field,
joined by five to ten times as many gifted
students who take up the task at ICS with
previous education equivalent to a B.A.
degree with major concentration in a given
area of study.” The research itself is to
be designed to enable the Christian
community to be reformingly busy in the

*
I

Dr. John Van Dyk
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important areas of life. To quote again from
the plan: “We choose to work most vigorously
at those disciplines that touch on the
realities of life in our time, and do this
without the pressure of solving specific,
practical emergencies or of graduating finished
professionals trained for non-academic jobs.”

Another important item on the agenda was the
adoption of the budget. The total budget for
1976 amounts to $474,900, a $30,000 increase
over last year’s budget. To raise such a
large sum of money will require the continued
faithful support of the AACS constituency.
After careful consideration the trustees
approved the budget and presented it to the
annual membership meeting, held on October 25,
where it was adopted.

The board was especially privileged to witness the ceremony of the
granting of degrees to three ICS students. Elsewhere in this issue
you will find a report of this ceremony, as well as of the public
celebration of this event on October 25. For us as trustees the grant
ing of degrees carries a special significance. Often it may seem that
we merely conduct business. But when we see and share the joy of young
people who have contributed so much of their lives to the work of the
ICS and, as a result, are awarded an official degree, then we as trustees
are reminded once again that our work involves lives, hopes, and
ambitions. We are reminded that the AACS/ICS is not just an organi
zation, but a community of people who want to be sensitive to the
Word of the Lord, who want to live a life of obedience. To rejoice
at the coming of His Kingdom. There is something humbling about it
all. In this spirit of humility and struck by the awesomeness of
God’s leading, the trustees concluded their meeting and departed to
their various offices and responsibilities, thankful to the Lord for
yet another opportunity to be of service.

*John Van Dyk is Professor of Philosophy at Dordt College (Iowa),
and as AACS trustee, represents Region 3 (Central USA, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba and North West Ontario)

Dr. Harry Van Belle

U.S. Members and Supporters

Your donations for the AACS and the Institute should be sent to
the AACS Foundation, 1677 Gentian Drive, S.E., Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49508, for you to claim a U.S. income tax deduction.

(
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Questions and Answers about
Board of Trustees

Does AACS Have A Board Of Trustees?

Through the Board of Trustees AACS members set the direction and
Christian character of the AACS. The trustees carry on an active role
in establishing the policies which must be followed by the staff,
checking up on the staff to see that it carries out the programs of
AACS within board policies. The board must understand the needs of
society and the ways an association for Christian scholarship can work
at meeting those needs.

The Board of Trustees is directly accountable to the members. Bach
year the board brings to the members a report on the previous year’s
activities, their cost, and a program with budget for the coming year.
By accepting, modifying or rejecting these reports the membership guides

C
the work of the Association. This is not strictly a once-a-year event
at the time of the annual meeting. Financial reports are mailed out to
enable the membership to respond to the actions of their Board of Trustees
and the direction they are giving to the work of the Association.

Who Should Be On The Board Of Trustees?

Board members must be members of AACS who agree with its basis and goals,
people who have insight into what AACS can do. Connected with insight
must be good judgment and trust relationships with the AACS membership.
Each member should be able to judge how effective the actual working of
the AACS and its staff are in comparison to their potential.

The board should have a diversity of backgrounds and points of view.
Its members should be of diverse age, education, sex, occupation, place
of residence and church membership. We see a need for more businessmen,
more women, increasing diversity of denominational affiliation, and
people in professions besides teaching and the pastoral ministry. No
single group controls the composition of the Board of Trustees, however.
When a term on the board is about to expire (terms are for three years,
limited to two successive terms), the local chapters of AACS are asked
for nominations, and these are formulated into a slate by the Board of
Trustees, usually three nominees for each position. Trustees are elected

• by geographic region, with our constituent area divided into eight regions.
AACS members in a region receive by mail a ballot for the board member(s)
from their region. In the 1975 elections a total of 1220 ballots were
mailed to members in the five of our eight regions in which there were

‘ vacancies and 33.4% of those members voted.
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Who Are The Trustees?

Seven people were elected to the AACS Board of Trustees this year.
The board was enlarged from nine to eleven members; the Constitution
permits us to have from nine to twenty-one trustees.

These are the current trustees, with their occupations and places of
residence:

Barbara Carvill, Graduate Student, Toronto
Gerry Clements, Lawyer, Edmonton
Jan de Koning, Accountant and Educator, Toronto
Marinus Koole, Businessman, St. Catharines, Ontario
Henry Lunshof, Pastor, Woodstock, Ontario
Peter Nicolai, Pastor, Houston, British Columbia
Kenneth Piers, Educator, Grand Rapids
Herman Praamsma, Pastor, Toronto
Harry Van Belle, Psychologist and Educator, Brockville, Ontario
John Van Dyk, Educator, Sioux Center, Iowa
Alvin Venema, Pastor, Brantford, Ontario

How Does The Board Of Trustees Function?

The Board of Trustees ordinarily meets twice a year, each time for
two days. During these meetings the board discusses reports from the
Executive Director, the Institute for Christian Studies, the Board of
Curators, and its interim committee called the Board of Directors. It
then acts on recommendations for further elaboration of policy, takes
evaluative action in relation to the staff, makes appointments to ICS
teaching positions and key administrative posts, adopts budgets, and the
like. The board does not run AJ-LCS itself but must see to it that AACS
is well run by the staff.

The Board of Trustees is assisted in its work by the Board of Curators
and Board of Directors. The Board of Curators is composed currently of

six people who have advanced
education that enables them to
establish academic policy for
ICS and make recommendations to
the Board of Trustees on
matters that require such
academic insight. Members of
the Board of Curators at
present are Dr. Peter Schouls
(Chairman), Dr. Arie
Leegwater (Secretary), John
Olthuis, Dr. Kenneth Piers,
Dr. Paul Schrotenboer, and
Rev. Jacob Vos.

The Board of Directors meets
eight to ten times a year to

Newly-elected trustees: (l-r)M. Koole, prepare recommendation for
G. Clements, H. Van Belle, B. Carvill, trustee decisions and to
H. Praamsnia, J. Van Dyk, J. de Koning. take action on current issues
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that must be dealt with sooner than the next meeting of the Board of
Trustees. At present there are seven members on this board: five
Toronto area trustees plus M.N. Greidanus and W. Posthumus. A majority
of the members must be trustees.

The system is not perfect but it does work well. We will be glad to
have your comments on this structure and the way it works.

Dr. G. Grant guest speaker at ICS

On Wednesday, October 8, the Institute for
Christian Studies hosted Dr. George Grant,
Professor of Religion at McMaster University
in Hamilton, Ontario. Dr. Grant addressed
an audience of nearly one hundred people
which included many students and faculty
members from the University of Toronto and
York University. Various church denominations
were also represented.

Professor Grant’s topic was “Beyond
Industrial Growth.” By way of critique of
the present U.S. and Canadian commitment
to industrial growth, Grant indicated
that this technological or technocratic style
of life must eventually die out. He suggested
in fact that technocracy as a guiding light to Dr. George Grant
the modern era carries within it the seeds of its own destruction.

At the heart of the industrial growth mentality, Grant claimed, is the
belief that the instruments of technology are neutral, that is, they are
merely tools which can be used :ffr good or for evil., For instance, Grant
pointed to the belief that “the computer does not impose on us the ways
it should be used.” To the contrary, Grant argued that every man-made
tool does impose upon the user the ways in which it should be used. The
computer when classifying population data, for example, necessarily
excludes basic non-computable distinctions between human beings, The
end for which the computer is used is greatly determined by the computer
itself.

Grant repudiated the neutrality idea of technology and industrial growth
and called it the “spirit of modernity.” This spirit, in Grant’s opinion,
represents a breaking away from the Graeco-Christian roots of our civili
zation. In this light, he called the spirit of modernity a “heresy”
which exalts autonomous human freedom and man’s mastery over his own fate.

Everyone present was impressed by Professor Grant’s insight and by the
broad scope of his critique--something lacking in most critiques of
contemporary culture. On the other hand, Dr. Grant was not able to make

by Bill Rowe
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clear how Western society will be able to move beyond ind.ustrial growth. (
For this reason his critique was less hopeful and perhaps even negative.
He concluded with this cryptic counsel: “In this dissatisfaction lies
the hope to taking a first step- -to bring the darkness into light.”

*Bjll Rowe, a graduate of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, is a new
Junior Member in history of philosophy.

A few hints toward aesthetic obedience
by Amy Rowe

The first lecture in the Discovery VII series was given by Dr. Calvin
Seerveld, Senior Member in Aesthetics at the Institute for Christian
Studies. The title “Obedient Aesthetic Life” may have taken a few people
by surprise, but Dr. Seerveld powerfully demonstrated that opening our
lives up to those things that are playful, humorous, suggestive is not
something extra but part of our service to the Lord as whole people.
He made it clear that “. . .1 am intent upon discOvering something, not (spinning off commonplaces. If I can lead you into asking••Christi•an
questions about your daily life, that will be a solid blessing in our
secular age. . .!‘ Asking for wisdom in the spirit of the Lord, Dr.
Seerveld proceeded to ask some rather unusual questions.

How do you blow your nose (with Kleenex, white linen) or what do you
use to write with (Bic, ballpoint, or fountain pen)? Questions such
as these are a far cry from the view of aesthetics as just art theory,
but close to how we live our lives.

Why even ask such questions? These perhaps are a bit tongue in cheek,
but they nevertheless point to something important, and that is to begin
Christianly to take things less at “face value” and begin to see. We
must look deeply at those things which our culture prescribesTr us.
The aesthetic side of our lives is one way of seeing the world (at
least in part). There must be this Christian sensing of the world:
“...nothing is ever simply seen. Every rock and nh, letter of the
alphabet, human nose, or perpendicular line is always seen as, perceived
contextually...” We must not look at the world as merely a tool for
our use, or as a conglomeration of so much data, but as the Lord’s
creation, where a rich fulness prevails. Our culture would rather
have us look at the.TV set, but we must be determined to see the world
in a Christian way.

But what is the aesthetic side of our lives? It is part of our thinking,
our feeling, but it is not either of these. It is that part of our lives
that is playful, surprising, allusive. What does that mean? That
question can perhaps be best answered by an illustration. How do we
ride our bikes? Do we pedal easily along, opened up to the beauty of
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God’s creation, letting our minds wander,
enjoying the pull of our muscles, the
fresh air--or do we pedal grimly, eyes
down, straining to lose that five pounds?
The playful, free and easy character of
the firsthasasubtly enriching character;
bike riding is more than riding the mecha
nical bike in the basement.

Questions of style also concern the
aesthetic aspect of our lives. How we
dress can be a pretty mundane business;
perhaps we are most concerned with not
wearing one red and one white sock. Or
maybe we wish to keep pace with the latest
styles, wearing skirts to just below the
knee this year and throwing ou last
year’s miniskirt. But is this a
Christian response? Is there not a way
to dress that can witness to the Lord, or
must we dress the way our culture dictates?
This type of awareness should be our guide
in our communal service. It was this Seerveld after a
type of question that Dr. Seerveld was Discovery lecture
challenging us to ask.

Playfully asking questions is not just for babies, but a call to
maturity. It is a spirit in which we do our work, joyfully playing
in a creation that Christ has won for us “for keeps .“ It comes down
to simply this, that we are disobedient if we allow a secular way of
seeing, dressing or bike riding exist side by side with our Christian
confession. If we uptightly turn our backs on such questions because we
do not have immediate or easy answers, then we are not living as the Lord
wants us to. But if we are free in our believing, then there is room for
humour, for joy that flows over and shows those who grimly do not believe
the laughing certainty of our faith.

Dr. Seerveld Went on to examine those things which block a normatively
developed aesthetic life. We are all familiar with modern efficiency,
the hurry-up-and-enjoy-yourself mentality, the TV which seems to loom
larger and larger at the centre of family life. Often we simply do not
take the time to do those things that would develop our lives Christianly,
aesthetically, but allow ourselves to fall in the traps our culture has
set for us. We should be wary of eating TV dinners in order to hurry
off to a movie instead of sitting with the family for an hour of good
talk and good food. But perhaps even more destructive, because it is so
much more hidden, and can look almost Christian, is kitsch. “. . .Kitsch
trivilizes human attention and sensibility.” Kitsch is pseudo-art,
pseudo-sentiment, and pseudo-christian. It is not deepened with insight,
but content with surface appearance. Perhaps you have seen the paintings
of children with huge eyes and ragged clothes meant to convey helpless

( ness and move the viewer to pity. They appeal to us sentimentally, not
subtly. All that is there is on the surface and stirs us only super
ficially. Kitsch is just that, nostalgic, falsely poignant. “Kitsch
is emotionally cheap, it never enlarges experience.” It does not
encourage us to mature, but extends our babyhood. And somehow when

‘I

/4
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kitsch gets caught up with our Christian witness it reduces it, makes
it less strong and certain. The easiness of “Honk if you love Jesus”
bumper stickers replaces Christianly working for more normative bumpers,
safer cars. The Lord expects a body of maturing men and women, not an
army of toddlers who do not know their task.

What then must we do? How can we be obedient aesthetically? Dr.
Seerveld offered a few hints. We can begin to ask questions, attempting
to bring “jubilee genius” and playful creativity to areas in our lives
where we are newly awakened to such a need. This does not have to be
complex, it can be as simple as baking bread to replace the tasteless
store variety. In any area that God gives us wisdom we must call one
another to maturity and enrichment. As the secular vision is removed
from our eyes we will be free to play Christianly, joyfully. But we
must not romp like babies, but as maturing people seeking to realize,
in new ways, our communal Christian witness in praise of our Lord.

Dirk van den Berg, Instructor in Art History at the University of the
Orange-Free State, South Africa.

Background to modern ‘religious’ painting (slide lecture)

(

January 31
February 2
February 5
February 12
February 13
February 16

Vancouver, British Columbia
Edmonton, Alberta
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Toronto, Ontario
Sarnia, Ontario
St. Catharines, Ontario

* * *

THE POSTAL STRIKE IN CANADA

Our sincere thanks to those many, many people who helped us during
the recent postal strike by delivering mail to the USA, picking up
mail from our office for personal delivery in their communities,
and for making the special effort to send us money via the bank or
with friends who visited Toronto.

(

Calendar for Discovery VII:

* * *

“AESTHETIC OBEDIENCE AND ART FOR GOD’S SAKE”

(



The Institute for Christian Studies:

Science and Philosophy

“If the distance between Montreal and
Chicago is 750 miles and if your plane
travels at 200 miles per hour, then the
flight from Montreal to Chicago will
take 3 hours and 45 minutes. If the
plane flies at 300 miles per hour, then
the trip will take 2 hours 30 minutes....

While planning a trip to visit relatives
you made the mistake of asking a
scientist friend how long it takes to
fly between Montreal and Chicago. You
knew that your friend had just made
the trip himself and you innocently
assumed he would tell you how long his
flight took. But, alas (he being the
true scientist), all you got was a
string of these “if. . .then” statements
and the conclusion “. . .but I can’t say
how long the flight will actually take.
There are too many variables.”

Now as you dial the airline to find out( Montreal-Chicago flying time (relieved
that your friend did not start calcula
ting head-and-tail-wind differentials)
you are reminded of what an “iffie”
business science is and you wonder how
science ever concludes anything about
a complicated problem.

PHILOSOPHY AS ANALYZER OF SCIENCE

Science shapes our lives, makes sub
stantial formative claims on our lives,
one of the lesser of which is illustra
ted above. How scientists go about
their work and what value the conclusions
which they draw have for our lives to
day is the subject of study of men and
women in the Philosophy Department of
the Institute for Christian Studies.
This kind of study follows from the
desire of the founders of the ICS to
probe the foundations of the various
academic disciplines, because they see
that science and its influence on our
lives should be fundamentally re
directed in a biblical way. Follow
along as we look at some of the things
they have discovered about what

thinkers do and how philosophy itself
relates to a whole range of studied disciplines.

SCIENCE AS ABSTRACTING ACTIVITY

What we ran up against in the airplane
story above is a living example of the fact
that science is, by its nature, an abstract
ing activity. it takes a step back from
busy life situations and reflects on them.
The worth of this abstracting work might
best be seen in an example:

We live in a specialized society--a few people
specialize in growing potatoes for the rest.
We live in an inter(depend)ent society--we all
depend, in one way or another, on those potato
growers. In that kind of society what do we
want to find out about crop failures? Not
just how we can prevent the Stanleys’ crop
from failing next year, but what will prevent
, crop from failing anywhere in the world.
Here we call on the scientist.

There was a time when people used to grow
their own vegetables in little plots of land
by their houses. If a disease wiped out, say,
the Stanleys’ potato crop it meant that the
Stanley family had no potatoes to eat that
year. It was hard on the Stanleys, but the
hardship did not reach much beyond them.

In our day the concern is not with the
Stanleys’ garden potato patch, but with the
Prince Edward Island or Idaho crops. If
those crops fail, it does not just mean that
a few folks down East or out West have empty
potato cellars this winter, but that hundreds
of thousands of people have no potatoes to
eat. It also means that people who supply
machines and fertilizers can’t be paid, and
they can’t pay suppliers of parts or chemicals
and on it goes.

In order to do his work the scientist needs
to analyze real diseased plants from real
fields. But his main interest is not in
those particular plants or fields. He
wants to be able to generalize from what
he finds out about this crop failure to
find a way to prevent any possible crop

This is the second in a series of articles by the staff of the )L4CS. We offer this series
with the hope that many will gain a better understanding of the learning and research
being doneat the Institute for Christian Studies. In the first article, Dr. R. Vander—
Vennen, Executive Director, explained both the need and value of the Institute as an( alternative to the secular university. In this second article we focus on philosophy,
which lies at the core of the Institute’s work. Much of the material for this article
comes from an interview with Dr. Hendrik Hart, ICS Senior Member in Philosophy.



failure. A major task of science is to
investigate this case in order to under
stand all poT5le cases that could be like
it. That work is abstract in relation to
the here and now of our work-a-day-world--
it deals with particular potato plants only
to understand how “the potato plant” grows.

But what, we might ask, does a scientist
get a hold on in his abstracting? The
scientist often writes his results down in
“if.. .then” statements: If an airplane
travels at a speed of 300 miles per hour,
then it will make a 750 mile trip in two
hours and 30 minutes. In this instance we
might say that travelling a speed of 300 mph
is a condition which must be met in order
to make the trip in the prescribed time.
If the plane does not meet the condition,
if it slows down, for example, it will not
make it in 2 hours and 30 minutes. It is
overly simple but not wrong to say that
science investigates “if-conditions” or
conditions which make things possible.

Because it can abstract and identify these
“if-conditions”, science is able to make
predictions. It can inform us in advance
what will happen under certain conditions--
how long a flight of 750 miles will take
if the plane travels at 200 mph; when our
non-renewable resources will be exhausted
if we continue to use them at the current
te; what will happen in a marriage if
husband and wife continue to relate to one
another according to a certain pattern.

SCIENCE AS PREDICTER

Analyzing things in this way, science can
be most helpful by alerting us ahead of
time to the consequences of decisions we
must make. A current example involves those
scientists who are predicting what will
happen to the environment, resource supplies,
and to poor people if our current rate of
consuming material goods and services
persists. As soon as some people respond
to such predictions by suggesting that
industrialized nations should stop expand
ing economic growth, other scientists step
forward to predict disastrous consequences--
unemployment, a massive depression and a
starving poor--if a zero growth policy
should be enact. To grow, not to grow,
to seek a third alternative--science can
help us decide by predicting what will
happen in each case. To Christians who
are seeking a fundamentally new way of
life, a Christianly reformed science can be
an invaluable aid in predicting the con
sequences of our biblically informed actions.

But we must be careful because great
abuse can be and is made of this predic
tive capability. A way to understand
this abuse is opened when we recognize
that anything which is or happens in this
world is subject to many more conditions
than can be included in an abstract
scientific model,--a plane travelling at
300 mph will not fly from Montreal to
Chicago in 2 hours and 30 minutes if it

does not stay on course. Staying on course
is another condition for meeting the flight
schedule. A condition for staying on course,
in turn, is that the flight instruments
function properly. But the instruments them
selves are subject to all kinds of conditions.
Pull in the functioning of the engines,
flight crew and weather with all their
conditions and we begin to see what a complex
business it is to analyze all the conditions
which make it possible to meet a flight
schedule.

A far more simple thing to analyze than an
airplane flight is the “behaviour” of a
small quantity of gas in a bottle. Yet,
even under a controlled situation with
relatively few conditions to take into
account a physicist finds it impossible to
predict the position and velocity of a single
molecule of gas at any given moment. Imagine
trying to predict the state of the nation
next year!

Faced with this huge complexity of conditions,
science tends to pick out small areas to
investigate, each encompassing a set of
(relatively) minute questions which can be
clearly stated. A first paring-down-to-size
of a complicated situation to be analyzed
comes with the division of the analysis into
fields. The state of the nation may be in
vestigated by geographers, anthropologists,
sociologists, political scientists, psycho
logists, economists, ethicists, environmenta
lists and many others. Each investigates a
slice in the life of the nation. But each
slice is further broken down. Economists,
for example, specialize in industrial,
political, consumer or agricultural economics.
And there are further sub-divisions within
those fields. By the time you get to a
particular person working in the lab or
library you find that the slice of reality
he or she works with is almost invisibly
tiny when compared with the whole.

Science sins against life when it encourages
over-confidence (SCIENCE HAS DISCOVERED...!)
in knowing the meaning of small scientific
results. Twenty-five years ago there were
chemists who worked hard to produce a deter
gent that would get your wash 50% whiter
than your neighbour’s. What those stain-
eating gray-annihilating chemicals would do
to brook trout and plant life downstream
was discovered only after the continent-wide
mad rush for a scientifically proven whiter
wash had done its damage. And what about
the dumping of waste products into waterways.
Fifty years ago it was considered fact that
rivers would carry sewage. Are yoETlling
to put up with the stench and eyesore down
stream in order to have this efficient,
convenient method of disposal? That was
considered a value (private opinion) judge
ment. Now science has been forced to yield
the fact that we can’t keep dumping rubbish
into rivers.

By indicating science’s overconfidence
in its results we are not saying that (science should not investigate tiny, minute
matters--it must. We are saying that the

I
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investigation cannot end there.

PHILOSOPHY AS INTERGATOR OF SCIENCE

Here in our view, is where the philosopher
enters. In a world where scientists are in
love with detail, we believe that the philo
sopher’s first task is to stimulate an
attitude of pulling things together. What
must be discovered is the meaning of these
minute bits of information as they relate
to one another. One night say that there
iiZe two directions to scientific thought:
one of specialization (paring things down
to size) and one of unification (pulling
thought results together). In order for
thought to function properly it must be
working in both directions. The philoso
pher is out for unification in thought.

The need to pull things together is felt
at all levels of analysis. In our day,
however, the need is most obvious at the
points where the sciences which investigate
various slices of life cross one another.

This is where an ICS philosopher is nost
at home. The following example gets a
little complicated, but is used to show
how a simple everyday decision provides
material for investigation fron three
different studied viewpoints, and how the
philosopher’s work relates to those
scientific viewpoints.

( An economist, convinced that the economy
is in trouble, is faced with this dilemma:
if consumption of material goods continues
according to the present pattern at
current levels we will soon wreck the
environment, grossly maldistribute wealth
and use up the earth’s resources. If our
level of consumption decreases we will
have run-away depression and unemployment.
His conclusion is that what is needed is
a shift in consumption. Disposable goods
(that have an expected life tern of one
to ten years and then become junk) usually
require large quantities of raw materials
and energy to produce and their production
process is highly polluting. Many
disposable goods require energy to
operate. Sales of such items, take colour
television sets for example, further line the
pockets of corporate giants who control
the disposable goods industry. Durable

• goods (which don’t become junk), for
example oil paintings, are produced
with low levels of pollution and resource
use. Paying an artist rather than a
corporate giant is a step toward more
equitable distribution of incomes.

The economist predicts that if people
were to start buying oil paintings
instead of colour TV sets the result
would be a shift in aggregate demand
(not a decrease) which would open employ
ment opportunities in art-related fields( (e.g. framing) which could enploy former
TV assembly line workers. The result
would be no net rise in unemployment.

It would be good for the economic life of
our country, he concludes, if we were all to
buy oil paintings rather than colour TVs.
And a family who takes his advice seriously
wonders: “Should we?”.

BUT, paintings and televisions are much more
than economic commodities. Long after it is
bought and paid for, a television plays its
role in the non-economic development of family
life. What would the kids do on Saturday,
when there’s no school, without a television?
What would dad do after work if he couldn’t
relax in front T the set? And could mom
survive her afternoon ritual ironing, laundry
and dusting the livingroom without those soap
operas? “It is easy to say we should change
buying patterns, but that so often means
changing our family patterns. What other
possibilities are there?” asks the family.
As they ponder and look for ways to relate
as a family other than around the TV set, an
ethicist or sociologist who studies family
life could be of help by identifying alter
natives and their consequences.

Moreover, a painting would not replace a
colour set in the family’s livingroom. No
one expects to sit for an (Canadian TV viewing)
average four hours a day in front of an oil
painting being entertained. But, what is
the status of that thing on the wall? Does
the woman repairing a quilt smile decoratively
from above the fireplace while it is business
as usual--with an occasional upward glance--
below?

In order for the painting to take a meaningful
place in the life of the family (to be more
than an economic investment) a change must
occur, namely, the opening up of the family’s
aesthetic life. It takes a conscious and
deliberate effort on the part of those who
are convinced that sanctification also means
discovering what style, imagination, humour,
nuance, suggestion, surprise mean in response

‘to the calling of the Lord. It is in filling
out this dimension of our lives that the
meaning of the painting begins to press
through and in turn stimulates further the
growth in aesthetic awareness. Am aesthetician
cam help out here by identifying conditions
which lead to healthy aesthetic life develop
ment.

The point in all of this is to indicate that
a simple everyday problem--how to spend money
responsibly--has many dimensions to it which
scientists from many fields contribute to.
The economist, sociologist and aesthetician
all make their specialized contributions.
The philosopher in our view is concerned with
how the conditions identified by the various
scientists fit together. He nay ask, for
example, how economic conditions, and family
conditions work together in “family economics”.

SCIENCE AS ANALYZER OF CONDITIONS

Why should an Institute for Christian Studies
be interested in such philosophic work?
Perhaps another word or two about the nature



of the conditions which science investigates
will give some hints.

Suppose you had phoned all your friends last
week and made arrangements for everyone to
go to the park today for a picnic. You made
sure to tell everyone that in case of rain
this morning the picnic would be off. Sure
enough, when you awoke thismorning it was
raining cats and dogs, so you stayed in.
Now around 2:00 pm one of your friends
phones up all in a huff because he went to
the park, found nobody there, and no one
had called to tell him the picnic was cancel
led. You might reply that you told everyone,
him included, that having the picnic was
conditional upon it not raining, and that
everyone seems to have understood that
condition but him.

That is one example of the multitude of
conditions which we make to regulate our
lives. A feature of such conditions is that
they are binding on our behaviour--as long
as they are in force they must be obeyed. A
person may, indeed, go to the park in
violation of the condition, but he will find
no picnic there.

Back at the telephone you hear your friend
protesting that there are big shelters in
the park and that the picnic could have gone
on in spite of the rain. Answering that
you did not know about the shelters, you
add “or I wouldn’t have put that condition
on the picnic”. A second feature of
conditions we make is that they may (some
times easily, sometimes with difficulty)
be changed.

We do, however, know of other kinds of
conditions, binding upon our lives, that
we cannot change. One such is referred
to in the statement “If a person’s heart
stops, then he will die.” That condition
we can do nothing about. We, of course,
do all sorts of things to prevent people’s
hearts from stopping. But we can’t say
that we don’t like it that people die
when their hearts stop and therefore will
make a new condition that allows them to
live without a functioning heart.

PHILOSOPHY SHOWING GOD’S GRIP ON CREATION

We Christians believe that God’s ordering
grip upon his creation is revealed in the
presence of these abiding conditions.
Sometimes God’s conditioning grip is
clearly seen, as in the necessity for a

heart to keep beating. Sometimes it is
more difficult to see: what conditions
has he placed upon the functioning of an
economy.

Quite often God’s abiding conditions are
known by way of those which we make.
That makes it extremely difficult to sense
rightly his grip on our lives. We believe,
for example, that God’s grip on the state
calls for it to see that justice is done.
Many states in rich countries today are
compelled by the hand of God to give aid
to poor countries. But when poor countries
receive God’s blessing through the filter
of our selfish condition making--you can
have aid if you agree to spend a percentage
of it in our country (even though you cn
get better or less expensive goods else
where)--they experience a distortion of
God’s ordering work.

Our man-made conditions need to be in
vestigated and their consequences tested
in light of the Scriptures so that
straightening-out work can be done.
Especially important is the way in which
man’s condition-making has fragmented
his experience so that it no longer
reflects the unity of God’s ordering grip.
To those who believe that God created a
world “fitly joined together’ a philosophic
reflection of that unified condition is
essential.

In summary, the research in systematic
philosophy at the Institute for Christian
Studies tries to unify the insights of
specialized scientists, showing the
relation of the parts to the whole. God’s
creation is a unity, a cosmos, not a heap
of scattered pieces. Everyone who attempts
this integrating work finds that it can be
done only from a world-view, a faith-
committed perspective. The lack of a
religiously-rooted foundation in today’s
secular study is the basic reason why our
public universities do not do this kind
of study very much, and why “universities”
have become “multiversities”. Part of
this study at ICS involves examining those
“conditions” that regulate our lives and
the whole universe, especially the man
made conditions and the extent to which
they do or fail to show the unity of
the world in Christ. What remains for
future discussion is the ways in which
our work in the history of philosophy
examines the efforts by others through
the centuries to deal with these matters.

(
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Dr. Elaine Botha lectures at ICS

On October 17, 1975, Dr. Elaine Botha of
Potchefstroom Christian University in South
Africa presented a paper to the Institute
community on her research in the philosophy of
the social sciences. This lecture was part of
the intensive contact which she had with members
of the Institute during her month’s stay in
Toronto to do research in this field. She is
currently on study leave from Potchefstroom to
investigate the bearings of contemporary “meta
science” theories on this area of problems.

Dr. Botha placed her remarks in the context of
the common goals of the ICS and the Christian
University at Potchefstroom, emphasizing the
stress on foundational theoretical studies as
the crucial area in the task to relate the
biblical message. to Christian philosophy and

( scholarship. A high priority for both institutions is the spelling out
of the concrete implications of a scripturally-directed philosophy for
the various academic disciplines.

The presentation and discussion centred largely on the contribution of
the American historian of science, Thomas Kuhn. Kuhn’s book, The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, triggered a rapid development in
the nature of science. Largely as a result of Kuhn’s book it is now
fashionable for philosophers of science to reject the positivistic view
that theory-building is a religiously neutral activity based exclusively
on the objective “facts.” It is now becoming widely recognized that
scientific theories are always built on a world-view (‘paradigm’ is the
word that Kuhn uses) that influences the selection of “facts” and limits
the range of possible scientific explanations.

These ideas clearly appeal to us as Christians who say that scientific
work is not religiously neutral. This implies that one set of beliefs
or another will influence scientific work. Dr. Botha raised with us a
number of questions as to how different types of presuppositions (faith
and worldview) are related to each other, in the light of worldwide
study now taking place.

It seemed to her and to us at the Institute that we all had more
questions than answers. There was wholesome intellectual openness and
candor all around, a humble feeling of a great task only partially
begun. But there was great encouragement to all of us that there is

( study of these questions around the globe also among like-minded
Christians, and that this kind of Christian intellectual sharing is
extremely important.

Dr. Elaine Botha
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* New Editor for Perspective

The AACS is happy to welcome Amy Rowe as the new
editor of Perspective newsletter. Amy is a new
Junior Member at the Institute and is studying
aesthetics with Dr. Seerveld. A graduate of
Allegheny College in Meadville, Pa., she majored
in English and was one of the editors of their
college newspaper for two years. We are pleased
to have found a person like Amy to perform this
service for us.

During the past year Linda Leenders has ably served
as Perspective editor. Linda decided to resign in
August because she wanted to devote full •time

Amy Rowe efforts to her studies in an M.Phil. psychology
program at the Institute. We wish her well in

her program, and are happy for her report on the ICS Degree Celebration
in thisissueof Perspective.

* Dr. Robert VanderVennen published an article entitled “Is Scientific
Research Value-Free” in the September 1975 issue of the Journal of the
American Scientific Affiliation. In this lucidly written essay
Vennen writes:

The scientific enterprise deals with all the multivarious
ways God upholds the world. The aim of science is to get
the best understanding we can of how God upholds the world,
of the upholding process itself. The laws of science are
God’s. laws, and we are running away from the truth if we
think of them as the laws of nature. There is a world of
difference between these two conceptions. They are not laws
that man invents, but rather laws that he discovers more or
less aptly, as God discloses his laws to the scientist.

* The AACS St. Cätharines Chapter sponsored a pot-luck supper on
October 4, at which AACS members and friends heard Executive Director,

Robert VanderVennen talk about the work of the AACS and Institute.
Good questions and extensive discussion highlighted a good evening of
fellowship for the 45 people who attended.

* The AACS Chatham Chapter cosponsored a Community Rally Banquet on
October 18, together with Chatham Christian School, and the local

chapters of the Committee for Justice and Liberty CCJL) and the Christian
Labour Association of Canada (CLAC). The keynote speaker, Dr. H. Evan
Runner of Calvin College gave an inspiring address “Bearings 1975” to
which the two hundred people who attended paid rapt attention for over
90 minutes. The chapter initiated this cooperative action as a way of
consolidating the body of Christ in the Chatham area. We would encourage
other chapters to begin cosponsoring activities for the benefit of their
whole community.

AACS News
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( * Cassette Tapes Available

Two new cassette tapes (approximately 90 mm.) are available for $2.50
each from the AACS, 229 College St., Toronto:

Dr. C. Seerveld, “An Obedient Aesthetic Life”. This is the first
lecture in the Discovery 7 series.

Dr. H. Evan Runner, “Bearings, 1975”. This is a speech delivered
in Chatham, Ontario in October, 1975.

* Moving? Please include your former address when sending us a change
of address. If you inform us of your move beforehand, it will save

us time and postal charges.

Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) News

* Members of the CDC staff spoke at two teachers’ conventions in October.
Dr. De Graaff led two seminars, “Ways of Life: An Alternative to the

Teaching of Geography” at the Ontario Teacher’s Convention on October 24.
Mrs. Jean Olthuis spent three days, October 22-24 at the Alberta teacher’s
convention in Lethbridge, Alberta, leading seminars on “Freedom Within
Structure: The Integrated Curriculunf’and “The Place of Language Arts

( In the Integrated Curriculum”.

ICS News
* Bernard Zylstra is a leader in a seminar called “The Contribution of

Christianity to an Understanding of Politics”, held at the Institute
for Christian Thought. This Institute is the graduate division of
St. Michael’s College, one of the institutions federated with the
University of Toronto. Coordinated by Dr. Herbert Richardson, professor
of theology at St. Michael’s, the seminar meets every other week through
the 1976/76 academic year and is attended by 22 graduate students and
teaching members of the various University of Toronto colleges.

* James Olthuis participated in the national TV program Confrontation
on October 25. He was one of seven panelists questionhiig the Rev.

Perry Rockwood, a neo-fundamentalist from Halifax, N.S. and founder of
the People’s Radio Gospel Hour.

* Calvin Seerveld, Barbara Carvill of the U. of T. German Department,
and Junior Members in aesthetics attended the Fall Symposium at

McMaster University on “Religion in the 18th Century”, October 17-18.

* On October 29 to November 1, Dr. Calvin Seerveld with aesthetics
students, Dora Anastasiou, Peter Ennema, Amy Rowe, Thea Rusthoven,

and Lambert Zuidervaart made a study tour of various museums in Phila
‘ deiphia and Washington, D.C. In Baltimore, Maryland, they attended the

American Society for Aesthetics conference. The trip ended in New York
City after attending a matinee of the play Bquus.
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We hope you shall find

a fitting way to

Celebrate Christ’s Birthday

and will look with faith toward a

New Year of the Lord’s Blessing (

In this spirit we thank you for your continuing faithful

help. Thank you for your prayers, for speaking the truth

unashamedly, for volunteer work of many kinds, and for

financial support.

Your staff:

Arnold De Graaff Ada Oegema

Hendrik Hart James Olthuis

Marcia Hollingsworth Calvin Seerveld

Harry Houtman Harry VanderVelde

Niki Lazaridou Robert VanderVennen

Tom Malcolm Albert Wolters

Thomas Mclntire Bernard Zylstra
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